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Abstract� Space Division Multiple Access �SDMA� is a new technology by which
the capacity of existing cellular mobile communication systems can economically be
increased� Based on adaptive array antenna technology the spatial dimension of the
existing system is exploited by means of forming independent radio beams in each of
the original channels� Operating SDMA� however� requires a suitable channel allocation
scheme� In this paper we present simulation results on the in�uence of two constraints
on SDMA system performance arising from C�I ratio requirements�
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�� Introduction

Adaptive SDMA �Space Division Multiple Access� is a new technology to optimise cur	
rent and future mobile communication systems� In addition to well	known traditional
multiplex schemes such as FDMA or TDMA
 where parallelism of channels is introduced
in the frequency and time domains
 an SDMA system aims at the exploitation of the
spatial dimension to increase the number of channels simultaneously available�

This can be achieved if the electromagnetic energy is not received and transmitted
omnidirectionally at the base station site� Instead
 using array antennas and associated
control functions
 beams are formed which point to the individual users and follow
their movements� The same radio channel can now be shared by multiple users if beam
patterns can be formed which guarantee a minimum carrier	to	interference ratio �C�I�
for each of these users by appropriate beam forming and nulling of co	channel mobiles�

The C�I requirements can be translated in two conditions for the user locations that
must be met� Obviously
 the mobile stations using the same radio channel in parallel
must be located in di�erent angular positions as seen from the base station� Additionally

however
 a second constraint is imposed by the fact that under realistic conditions the
adaptive array antennas used for SDMA implementation can attenuate co	channel users
within the same cell only up to a given level
 i�e� the signals received from users sharing
the same channel should have similar power levels�

This paper is focused on the impact of these conditions on the performance of an SDMA
system� We use a general simulation approach which permits to select mobility models
for the users� it includes a system model taking into account the above constraints for
channel allocation and permits to determine performance parameters of interest such as
trac loads
 blocking probabilities etc�
 from which the eciency gain of SDMA for the
scenario selected can be determined�

Previous work on the application of array antennas in mobile communications and SDMA
itself includes two early studies by Lee ��� and Stidham ���
 who report a remarkable re	
duction of the fading rate achieved with arrays at the mobile station� Based on extensive
work on array antennas from the areas of radar
 acoustics and navigation
 recently se	
veral approaches have been started to exploit this techology to enhance the performance
of base stations in mobile communication systems ��
 �
 �
 ��
 ����

This paper is organised as follows� In Section � channel allocation constraints in SDMA
systems are discussed and the two conditions on user locations are introduced� Section
� presents a simulation tool for SDMA performance evaluation� We present simulation
results for the performance of an SDMA system operating under the channel allocation
constraints in Section � and end up with a conclusion in Section ��
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�� Channel Allocation Constraints in SDMA Systems

The channel allocation must be rede�ned due to the fact that existing trac channels
in operating SDMA now can be used by several mobile users simultaneously�

For low and moderate load it is sucient to assign individual channels to the users as
long as the actual number of users is smaller than the number of channels available

taking into account some channels that might be reserved for signalling or handovers�
With increasing load the users must be grouped to share the channels� For handover
and initial login a sucient number of free channels must be allocated� For both values
a threshold can be de�ned�

Grouping of channels is implemented by exploiting the possibility of intracellular han	
dovers which can be enforced by the SDMA control entity� As indicated in the previous
subsection
 two constraints exist for the allocation of multiple connections to a common
trac channel�

� Between any two users sharing the same trac channel a minimum angular di	
stance must be guaranteed which can be derived from the beamwidth as a func	
tion of the array parameters and the angular spread of multipath components of
interfering cochannel users which depends on the propagation environment�

� For the di�erence between the received signal strengths of any two mobile users
an upper limit exists which can again be derived from the array parameters� this
prevents that weak signals are interfered by strong cochannel signals because the
null depth of the beam pattern is limited�
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Figure �� Angle criterion in SDMA

An example for the �rst constraint is depicted in Fig� �
 where MS� su�ers from in	
terference caused by MS�� The beamwidth is �� Multipath components of the signals
received from MS� are assumed to be generated in a circular area around MS� with the
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radius s � ���� ��� which is seen under an angle of �� Therefore
 the minimum angular
distance between the two mobiles is

�min �
�

�
�
�

�
� ���

Note that � depends on the distance d� of MS�
 i�e� near interfering mobiles require
larger minimum angular distances �min� Consequently
 the SDMA gain will be larger in
cells with larger ratio between cell radius r and the radius s of the spreading area around
an interfering mobile station�

The e�ect of multipath spreading on MS� is assumed to be negligible since usually � � �
�cf� Fig� ��� If required
 however
 � in the above equations can be replaced by max��� ��
which is a function of the distance d of the mobile�
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Figure �� SDMA beam
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Figure �� Distance criterion

The second constraint is illustrated in Fig� �� Assuming an exponential propagation law

the requirement of maximum power level di�erences can be translated into an upper
limit of the ratio between the distances

dmax

dmin

� � � ���

which can be checked in the simulation by comparing the distances of the mobiles as
obtained from the mobility model described below�

Movements of the users can �nally lead to situations where these constraints are vio	
lated
 and therefore further intra	cellular handovers are required to correct the channel
allocation�
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�� A Simulation Tool for SDMA Performance

Evaluation

An analytical model for the performance evaluation of SDMA would be useful for gai	
ning insight into the operation of the access mechanism� However
 since SDMA aims
at exploiting the spatial dimension of the radio resource
 the spatial distribution of the
users is critical for the performance gain of SDMA� Thus
 the development of an ana	
lytical model for SDMA performance evaluation basically means the development of a
sophisticated mobile user mobility model� This is considered as quite a dicult task�
For the time being performance evaluation and dimensioning may only be achieved by
means of simulation� A simulator is being developed that is able to evaluate the perfor	
mance of SDMA in di�erent scenarios� Additionaly the simulator will be useful in the
development and re�nement of a channel allocation scheme for SDMA�

The central part of the simulator in its current state is the user mobility model� The
mobility models proposed in literature can be classi�ed in� �uid �ow models ���
 queu	
eing models �e�g� ����
 and position	velocity models �e�g� ����
 last of which are widely
used in simulation� Up to now �uid �ow models are limited to one	dimensional scenarios
�single lane highway�� Since the performance gain of SDMA arises from spatial multiple	
xing the maximum gain will be reached if the users are uniformly distributed over the
whole plane� Therefore
 such a model is not well suited to show the bene�ts of SDMA�
The performance of SDMA in a one	dimensional scenario is analysed in ��� by using a
queueing network approach� The disadvantage of queueing models is that they need re	
stricting assumptions for tractability e�g� the assumption of an exponentially distributed
cell crossing time� These restrictions are partly overcome in position�velocity models�
This motivates the choice of this type of model for the simulator� Nevertheless
 a few
assumptions seem to be inevitable� The particular assumptions in the simulation model
are�

� mobiles arrive at the borders of the road graph as Poisson streams�

� the velocity of a mobile is chosen from a normal distribution�

� mobiles in a cyclic manner go through two successive phases � think mode and
calling mode � each of which is exponentially distributed�

� blocked calls are cleared and do not further a�ect the system �

� the e�ects of fading and co	channel interference are not included�

� interactions among mobiles and among calls �mobile to mobile calls� are not mo	
deled�

The scenario is freely con�gurable by means of the road graph and the position and
parameters of the base and mobile stations� The discrete	event simulator is designed in
an object oriented way by using C�� programming language�
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�� Results

To study the gain achieved the spectrum eciency is considered which is de�ned as
the number of users per MHz and km�� To compare SDMA to a traditional system
the spectrum e�ciency gain
 i�e� the ratio of the spectrum eciency of SDMA and the
traditional system
 is evaluated� Since both systems are using the same bandwidth of
spectrum and are assumed to service the same cell size the spectrum eciency gain is
just the ratio of the o�ered trac under the constraint of an upper limit of the bocking
probability�

We have chosen two simple scenarios to study in which way the channel allocation
constraints described above a�ect the performance of SDMA� In both scenarios the
base station is located in the center of a circular cell of �� km radius� Non	calling
mobiles as well as calling mobiles from surrounding cells �handovers� enter the cell at
the intersections of roads and circle� The velocity of mobiles is chosen from a normal
distribution with mean ��� km�h and variance �� km�h� Non	calling and calling phases
are exponentially distributed with means of ����� sec and ��� sec resp� The number of
regular channels is �� the beamwidth of the � SDMA beams is ��� �i�e� we assume an �
elements antenna array where a number of � beams is considered to be a sensible choice
�����

In scenario A four roads are traversing the cell forming a rectangle with the corners on
the ��km circle around the basestation� Therefore
 the maximum distance ratio of two
calls is

p
�� Since � by modern beam forming algorithms was found by measurement to

range from ca� � to �� the distance criterion imposes no constraint on scenario A�

In scenario B there are two perpendicular roads intersecting eachother at the location
of the base station� Thus
 having a beamwidth of ��� the angular criterion is met by any
pair of calls leaving the distance criterion as the only constraint�

Fig� � shows the blocking probability of fresh calls vs� the o�ered trac with and without
SDMA in scenario A� Note that due to logarithmic scale the ����	con�dence intervals
for small blocking probabilities appear too large� If the maximum load that can be
carried is de�ned by an upper limit of of the blocking probability e�g� pB � ���� the
traditional system permits around � Erlangs
 whereas SDMA can carry approximately
�� Erlangs� Thus
 the spectrum eciency gain is approximately �
 which corresponds
to the theoretical maximum ���� The average number of intra	cell handovers per call is
smaller than ���� irrespective of the o�ered load� Thus
 the angular criterion seems to
be a small constraint to scenario A�

In Fig� � the blocking probability of fresh calls vs� the o�ered load for several values of the
max� distance ratio � in scenario B is depicted� For clearity the ����	con�dence intervals
are only shown for � � ��
 the intervals for the other curves showing a comparable size�
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Figure �� Call blocking performance in scenario A
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Figure �� Call blocking performance in scenario B
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For detailed study Fig� � shows the spectrum eciency gain in scenario B under the
constraint of pB � ����� Notice that the curve �attens with increasing values of �� The	
refore
 the relative performance improvement gained by better beam forming decreases
with � increasing� The gain ranging below � the distance criterion for � � �� is a strong
constraint to scenario B� The average number of intra	cell handovers per call is below
���� thus remaining relatively small�
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Figure �� Spectrum e�ciency gain in scenario B

�� Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated the in�uence of two constraints on the performance of
a channel allocation scheme for SDMA� the angular criterion and the distance criterion�
Considering our simulation results of two simpli�ed scenarios we believe the distance
criterion to impose a stronger constraint on SDMA system performance�

The number of intra	cell handovers being small in both scenarios it is possible to apply
a more sophisticated channel allocation scheme without considerable loss of quality of
service� The scheme considered here is kind of a �rst	choice strategy� if no free regular
channel can be found we form a new beam in the �rst channel by which the two criterions
are met� If no such channel can be found the call is blocked� Nevertheless
 it may be
possible to handle the call by means of channel rearrangement� Applying a rearrangement
scheme will increase the average number of inter	cell handovers a call will su�er from�
Thererefore
 the number of rearrangements should be limited by using a best	choice
strategy� To reach the optimum such a strategy would have to take a look into the
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future of the trac process� Nevertheless
 using advanced array antenna technology the
moving direction of a mobile user can be estimated and thus a forecast of the future
position will be enabled for practical purposes�
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